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TYPE OF 
BOTTLES
18 = 1800 mL 
30 = 3000 mL

COLOR OF HOSE
W = White 
Y = Yellow

# OFBOTTLES
2 or 4 

CASTORS
(L = Lockable Castors) 
(N = Non-lockable)

ADAPTER
(XX = No Adapter) 
(OH = OHMEDA) 
(CH = CHEMETRON) 
(JS = JAPANESE STANDARD) 
(DN = GERMAN STANDARD) 
(BS = BRITISH STANDARD) 
(DS = DISS STANDARD) 
(DH = DISS HAND TIGHT)
(SS = AUSTRALIAN STANDARD)
(AF = FRENCH STANDARD)
(PB = PURITAN-BENNETT)

GAUGE DIRECTION
( I = Counter Clockwise) 
( U = Clockwise)

MODE
(I = Intermittent) 
(C = Continuous)

SHELL 
COLOR
(Y = Yellow) 
(W = White)

GAUGE RANGE
(160 = 160mmHg) 
(200 = 200mmHg)
(300 = 300mmHg)
(400 = 400mmHg) 
(760 = 760mmHg)

Choice of any  
vacuum regulator

Durable heavy  
duty base

Dial allows movement of 
the regulator in any  
direction

TROLLEY
THEATER SUCTION

Choice of 2 or 4 bottle holders
Choice of (2) or (4) 3000mL/1800mL polycarbonate collection 
bottles*(3000mL bottles are recommended)
Choice of medical gas adapter
Choice of vacuum regulator with POM safety trap  
(0-300 mmHg, 0-400 mmHg, 0-760 mmHg), ISO or US configuration
45 cm PVC tube (x1)
360 cm PVC tube (x1)
200 cm Yankauer suction tip
Choice of cart with lockable castors or non-lockable
3 meters of high pressure hose with hose adapter (ISO or US)
Suction canister holder with 360° pivot capability
The four-port, on-off valve allows quick change of canisters  
during suction process
Allows movement of the regulator in any direction making visual 
observation of the suction rate easier

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Introducing the SMP Theater Suction Trolley, the fully customizable 
suction trolley ideal for anyplace requiring mobile suction. This sturdy 
trolley will provide you with all the necessities to help achieve the 
greatest results by accomodating to your individual needs. The unit 
caters to a number of diverse settings such as hospital rooms, accidents, 
emergency use and anywhere else where mobile suction is desired.


